The Behavior-Interaction-Priority (BIP) framework -rooted in rigorous semantics -allows the construction of systems that are correct-by-design. BIP has been effectively used for the construction and analysis of large systems such as robot controllers and satellite on-board software. Nevertheless, the specification of BIP models is done in a purely textual manner without any code editor support. To facilitate the specification of BIP models, we present DesignBIP, a web-based, collaborative, version-controlled design studio. To promote model scaling and reusability of BIP models, we use a graphical language for modeling parameterized BIP models with rigorous semantics. We present the various services provided by the design studio, including model editors, code editors, consistency checking mechanisms, code generators, and integration with the JavaBIP tool-set.
Introduction
Modeling languages are often used for designing complex systems. Using dedicated design studios allows increasing the understandability and usability of modeling languages, as well as decreasing development costs by eliminating errors at design time. Design studio components can be organized in the following three categories: 1) semantic integration, 2) service integration, and 3) tool integration. Semantic integration components comprise the domain of the modeling language, i.e., its metamodel that explicitly specifies the building blocks of the language and their relations. Service integration components include dedicated model editors, code editors, and GUI/Visualization components for modeling and simulating results. Additionally, service integration components include model transformation and code generation services, model repositories, and version control services. Finally, tool integration components consist in integrated tools such as run-times and verification tools. Figure 1 shows the main steps of the workflow of a design studio. Initially, models are designed using dedicated model editors. Optionally, design patterns stored in model repositories may be used to simplify the modeling process. Next, the checking loop starts (step 1), where the models are checked for conformance. If the required conformance conditions are not satisfied by the model, the checking mechanism must point back to the problematic nodes of the model in the model editor and inform the developer of the inconsistency causes to facilitate model refinement. Finally 
The BIP Language
Component behavior in BIP is described by Labeled Transition Systems (LTS). LTS transitions are of three types: enforceable, spontaneous, and internal 3 . Enforceable transitions are handled by the BIPengine and are labeled with ports. Ports form the interface of a component and are used to define interactions with other components. Spontaneous transitions take into account changes in the environment and, thus, they are not handled by the BIP-engine but rather executed after detection of external events. Finally, internal transitions allow a component to update its state based on internal information.
An interaction in BIP is a non-empty set of ports that defines allowed synchronization of actions among components. BIP interactions represent a clean, abstract concept of architecture which is separated from component behavior. Interaction models can be represented in many equivalent ways. Among these are connectors [9] and Boolean formulas [10] on variables representing port participation in interactions. Connectors are most appropriate for graphical design and interaction representation, whereas Boolean formulas are most appropriate for efficient encoding and manipulation by the BIP-engine. BIP connectors contain ports, which form their interface. Each port of a connector has an attribute trigger (represented by a triangle, Figure 2a ) or synchron (represented by a bullet, Figure 2a ). Given a connector involving a set of ports {p 1 , ..., p n }, the set of its interactions is defined as follows: an interaction is any non-empty subset of {p 1 , ..., p n } which contains some port that is a trigger ( Figure 2c) ; otherwise, (if all ports are synchrons) the only possible interaction is the maximal one that is, {p 1 , ..., p n } (Figure 2b ). The same principle is recursively extended to hierarchical connectors, where one interaction from each subconnector is used to form an allowed interaction according to the synchron/trigger typing of the connector nodes (Figure 2d) .
Alternatively, interaction logic can be used to define interaction models. The propositional interaction logic (PIL) is defined by the grammar: 3 JavaBIP includes all three, whereas BIP1 and BIP2 include the enforceable and internal types. with any p ∈ P, where P is the set of ports of a BIP system. Conjunction is defined as follows:
. To simplify notation, we omit conjunction in monomials, e.g., writing sr 1 r 2 instead of s ∧ r 1 ∧ r 2 . Let γ be a non-empty set of interactions. The meaning of a PIL formula φ is defined by the satisfaction relation: γ |= φ iff for all a ∈ γ, φ evaluates to true for the valuation induced by a: p = true, for all p ∈ a and p = false, for all p ∈ a.
Consider the Star architecture shown in Figure 3 , where a single component C acts as the center, and three other components S 1 , S 2 , S 3 communicate with the center through binary rendezvous connectors. Component C has a single port p and all other components have a single port q i (i = 1, 2, 3). The corresponding PIL formula is: pq 1 q 2 q 3 ∨ pq 1 q 2 q 3 ∨ pq 1 q 2 q 3 .
To define interactions independently from the number of component instances, PIL can be extended with quantification over components [11] . This extension is particularly useful because, in practice, systems are built from multiple component instances of the same component type. Similarly to [11] , JavaBIP uses a macro-notation based on FOIL that includes two macros.
The Require macro defines ports required for interaction. Let T 1 , T 2 ∈ T be two component types. For instance:
means that, to participate in an interaction, each of the ports p of component instances of type T 1 requires either the participation of precisely two of the ports q of component instances of type T 2 or one instance of r. Notice the semicolon in the macro that separates the two options.
The Accept macro defines optional ports for participation, i.e., it defines the boundary of interactions. This is expressed by explicitly excluding from interactions all the ports that are not optional. For instance, if p, q, r is the set of port types of component types T 1 , T 2 ∈ T then:
means that instances of r are excluded from interaction with instances of p. To illustrate the use of the macros, let us define the Star architecture style with Require/Accept:
The syntax and semantics of first-order interaction logic (FOIL) as well as the Require/Accept macronotation are presented in greater detail in Appendix A. 
Semantic Integration Components
We present the BIP parameterized graphical language that was integrated in DesignBIP. The DesignBIP metamodel can be found in Appendix B.
Architecture Diagrams for BIP
Architecture diagrams [22] is a parameterized graphical language for the description of the structure of a system by showing the system's component types and their attributes for coordination.We extend the definition of architecture diagrams with triggers and synchrons to define BIP connectors. A BIP architecture diagram consists of a set of component types and a set of connector motifs. Each component type T is characterized by a set of port types T.P and a cardinality parameter n, which specifies the number of instances of T . Figure 4 shows an architecture diagram consisting of two component types T 1 and T 2 with n 1 and n 2 instances and port types p and q, respectively. Instantiated components have port instances p i , q j for i, j belonging to the intervals [1,
Connector motifs are non-empty sets of port types. Each port type p in a connector motif has two constraints represented as a pair m : d. Multiplicity m of a port type constrains the number of port instances of this type that are involved in each connector defined by the connector motif. Degree d of a port type constrains the number of connectors attached to every port instance of this type. Additionally, each port type has a typing (attribute) represented by t p , which can be either trigger (represented by a triangle) or synchron (represented by a bullet) (see BIP connectors in Section 2). A connector motif defines a set of possible configurations, where a configuration is a non-empty set of connectors. The meaning of a diagram is the union of all configurations corresponding to each connector motif of the diagram. Let us present the semantics of connector motifs through the example of Figure 4 , which has a single connector motif involving port types p and q. Figure 5 shows the unique configuration obtained from the diagram of Figure 4 by taking n 1 = 1, m p = 1, d p = 1; n 2 = 2, m q = 2 and d q = 1. This is the result of composition of constraints for port types p and q. For instance, since the multiplicity of q is 2, then both q 1 and q 2 must be involved in the Figure 6 : An architecture diagram that cannot be encoded into FOIL the same connector. The degrees of p and q are equal to 1, thus there is exactly one connector attached to their port instances. Port instances retain the typing of their corresponding port types. The set of interactions defined by the connector in Figure 5 is the following: {q 1 , q 2 , q 1 q 2 , q 1 p, q 2 p, q 1 q 2 p}.
Formally, a BIP architecture diagram D = T , C consists of:
• a set of component types T = {T 1 , . . . , T k } of the form T = (T.P, n), where T.P = / 0 is the set of port types of component type T and n ∈ N is the cardinality parameter associated to component type T
• a set of connector motifs C = {Γ 1 , . . . , Γ l } of the form Γ = (a, {m p : d p , t p } p∈a ), where
P is a set of port types -m p , d p ∈ N (with m p > 0) are the multiplicity and degree associated to port type p ∈ a -t p ∈ {synchron, trigger} is the typing of port type p ∈ a For a component c ∈ B and a component type T , we say that c is of type T if the ports of c are in a bijective correspondence with the port types in T .
An architecture B, γ conforms to a diagram T , C if, for each i ∈ [1, k], the number of components of type T i in B is equal to n i and γ can be partitioned into disjoint sets γ 1 , . . . , γ l , such that, for each connector motif Γ i = (a, {m p : d p , t p } p∈a ) ∈ C and each p ∈ a, The meaning of a BIP architecture diagram is the set of all architectures that conform to it.
Conformance Conditions
DesignBIP encodes connector motifs in the Require/Accept macronotation (Section 2) in order to give the latter as input to the integrated JavaBIP-engine. Nevertheless, the semantic domains of BIP architecture diagrams and interaction logic (Section 2) do not coincide. An architecture diagram defines a set of configurations, whereas, an interaction logic formula defines exactly one configuration. Consider the architecture diagram shown in Figure 6 with a single connector motif, which defines two configurations: γ 1 = {p 1 q 1 , p 2 q 2 } and γ 2 = {p 1 q 2 , p 2 q 1 }, and thus, cannot be encoded into interaction logic. Let us now consider the architecture diagram shown in Figure 7 , which is a variation of the diagram shown in Figure 6 with degrees set to d p = d q = 2. This diagram defines exactly one configuration and thus, can be encoded into interaction logic. In particular, it defines the configuration γ = {p 1 q 1 , p 2 q 2 , p 1 q 2 , p 2 q 1 }. This shows that we can restrict an architecture diagram to define exactly one configuration by constraining its multiplicities or degrees.
We denote s p = n p · d p /m p ∈ N the matching factor of a port type p, where n p is the cardinality of the component type that contains p. The matching factors of all port types participating in the same connector motif must be equal integers, in which case they represent the number of connectors defined http://localhost:8888/?project=guest%2BBIP&branch=master&node=%2Ff%2Fv&visualizer=BIPEditor&tab=1&layout=DefaultLayout&selecti Proposition 3.1 provides the necessary and sufficient conditions for a BIP diagram to define exactly one conforming architecture for each evaluation of its cardinality parameters. If these conditions hold, then the diagram can be encoded into FOIL. The encoding conditions are as follows: 1) the multiplicity of a port type must be less than or equal to the number of component instances that contain this port and 2) the matching factors of all port types participating in the same connector motif must be equal to the maximum number of connectors that the connector motif defines. Since, by the semantics of diagrams, connector motifs correspond to disjoint sets of connectors, these conditions are applied separately to each connector motif. The proof of Proposition 3.1 can be found in Appendix C. Corollary 3.2 follows directly from Proposition 3.1. 
Service Integration Components
We present the model and code editors, the code generators, and the model repositories of DesignBIP.
Model and Code editors
A developer provides the system specification by using the dedicated model and Java code editors of DesignBIP. In particular, the developer must specify 1) component behavior in the form of BIP LTS, 2) component interaction in the form of BIP architecture diagrams and 3) the actions associated with transitions and guards, as well as variable declarations directly in Java. Figures 8 and 9 present the DesignBIP LTS and BIP diagram model editors, as well as the Java code editor. In the code editor, the darker parts represent code that was automatically generated by the input given in the model editors, while the bright code parts represent input given directly in the code editor. In the LTS model editor, enforceable and internal transitions are illustrated with solid arrows, while spontaneous transitions are illustrated with dashed arrows. The code and model editors are tightly synchronized, i.e., changes are instantaneously propagated. 
Behavior generation plugin: LTS to Java code
As explained earlier, a developer graphically specifies the LTS that represents component behavior. DesignBIP generates the Java code that describes the LTS specified by the developer. In particular, Design-BIP generates code in the form of Java annotations that describes the ports, component types, transitions, and guards of each LTS. For instance, Java annotations describing the ports of the Route component type ( Figure 9 ) are shown in the right-hand side of Figure 8 .
Firstly, before the plugin generates the Java code, it checks the correct instantiation of each specified LTS according to the constraints defined in the DesignBIP metamodel (Appendix B). For instance, the plugin checks whether each LTS has exactly one initial state. If errors exist, DesignBIP returns to the developer a message explaining the error and pointers (displayed as Show node) to the incorrect nodes of the specified model as shown in Figure 10 . In the case of a correct behavioral model, DesignBIP returns a set of Java files, i.e., one Java file for each specified component type. The complete generated Java annotations for the Route component type are presented in Appendix D.
Interaction generation plugin: BIP architecture diagrams to XML code
We propose Algorithm 1, with polynomial-time complexity for the encoding of a BIP architecture diagram into Require/Accept macros (Section 2). For each port type, we instantiate two sets of variables:
A. Mavridou, J. Sifakis, & J. Sztipanovits The accept set of p contains the right hand side of Accept and is constructed as follows. For each connector motif attached to p, if its size is: 1) equal to 1, i.e., singleton connector motif, then we add -in accept 4 ; 2) greater than 1 and the multiplicity of p is greater than 1, we add in accept all port types of the connector motif including p; 3) greater than 1 and the multiplicity of p is equal to 1, we add all port types of the connector motif except for p to accept.
The require set of p contains the right hand side of Require and is constructed as follows. For each connector motif attached to p, if its size is: 1) equal to 1 or p is typed as trigger then we add -to require 5 ; 2) greater than 1 and there exists at least one trigger, we add to require as many options as the number of triggers. In each option we add a trigger; 3) greater than 1 and there are no triggers, we add to require all port types of the connector motif except for p as many times as their associated multiplicity and m p − 1 times the port type p, to form a single option.
Before generating the XML code, DesignBIP checks the conformance conditions presented in Section ref:conformance. Additionally, DesignBIP checks the correct instantiation of the multiplicity and degree constraints of each connector motif. If errors exist, DesignBIP returns to the developer messages explaining the errors and pointers to the incorrect nodes of the model. In the case of a correct interaction model, DesignBIP returns an XML file with the generated code. In Appendix E, we present part of the generated XML code for the Switchable Routes example (Figure 9 ).
Model repositories
To promote reusability in DesignBIP, each project is accompanied by component type and coordination pattern [23] repositories. For instance, let us consider the mutual exclusion coordination pattern shown in Figure 11 that enforces the no two processes can use the shared resource simultaneously coordination property. The shared resource is managed by the unique -due to the cardinality being 1 -Mutex Manager component type. The multiplicities of all port types are 1 and therefore, all connectors are binary. The degree constraints require that each port instance of a component of type Process be attached to a single connector and each port instance of the Mutex Manager be attached to n connectors. The behaviors of the two component types enforce that once the resource is acquired by a component of type Process, it can only be released by the same component.
To use a coordination pattern, a developer needs to create an instance of the pattern in the model and evaluate its cardinality parameters. For instance, if the developer wants to enforce mutual exclusion on two instances of Process then n must be set equal to 2. 
JavaBIP-engine Execution and Visualization
After generating the system specification, the developer may use the integrated JavaBIP-engine to execute it. The JavaBIP-engine is offered through a dedicated plugin in DesignBIP. If the cardinality parameters of the component types have not been evaluated, the plugin asks the developer to provide the number of instances of each component type. It then instantiates the components and passes their reference to the JavaBIP-engine alongside with the generated Java and XML code. The plugin starts the JavaBIP-engine that runs the following three-step protocol in a cyclic manner: 1) upon reaching a state, each component notifies the JavaBIP-engine about possible outgoing transitions, 2) the JavaBIP-engine computes the possible interactions of the system, picks one, and notifies the involved components, 3) the notified components execute the functions associated with the corresponding transitions.
The output of the JavaBIP-engine (which transitions are picked at each execution cycle) is stored as a JSON object. When the plugin stops the execution of the engine (the execution time is defined by the developer), the output is sent back to the model editors of DesignBIP for simulation (see Figure 12) . Initially, the developer picks the subset of components whose execution wants to simulate. Starting by highlighting the initial states of these components, the visualizer shows which transitions are executed in each execution cycle by firstly highlighting the fired transitions and finally their destination states.
Related Work
Model-driven component-based software engineering and development [6, 16, 28] has become an accepted practice for tackling software complexity in large-scale systems. It provides mechanisms to support design at the right level of abstraction, error detection, tool integration, verification and maintenance. Systems are built by composing and reusing small, tested building blocks called components.
The Generic Modeling Environment (GME) and its successor WebGME are open source Model Integrated Computing (MIC) tools developed for creating domain specific modeling environments and has been effectively applied to a number of domains [3, 25, 27, 29] .
Close to our approach is the ROSMOD design studio [19] that also relies on WebGME for collaborative code development and model editing features. The basic building blocks of ROSMOD are specified in its metamodel which is described in UML class diagrams [4] . The code development and compilation process have been integrated in the graphical user interface to keep the framework self-sufficient. ROS-MOD integrates code development, code generation, compilation, run-time monitoring, and execution time plot generation. Nevertheless, in ROSMOD component behavior is defined directly with code and thus connection to verification tools is not supported.
A plethora of approaches exists for architecture specification. Patterns [13, 17] are commonly used for specifying architectures in practical applications. The specification of architectures is usually done in a graphical way using general purpose graphical tools. Such specifications are easy to produce but their meaning may not be clear since the graphical conventions lack formal semantics and thus are not amenable to formal analysis. Significant work has been done by the Architecture Description Languages (ADLs) community. Many ADLs have been developed for architecture specification [24, 26] with rigorous semantics that facilitate communication of system properties and allow system analysis. Nevertheless, according to [20] , architectural languages used in practice mostly originate from industrial development (e.g., UML) instead of academic research (e.g., ADLs). Scientific questions remain about UML's formal properties [15] . The use of UML has been demonstrated in [12, 18] for representing architectural concepts with a focus on the component and connector view. However, exploiting these constructors to express architecture views may result in a proliferation of models and stereotypes, which can be difficult to integrate into a well-structured code generation process. On the other hand, ADLs with formal semantics require the use of formal languages which are considered as challenging for practitioners to master [20] . We chose architecture diagrams, which rely on a small set of notions and combine the benefits of graphical languages and rigorous formal semantics.
Conclusion
We presented DesignBIP 6 , which is a web-based, open source design studio 7 for modeling and generating BIP systems. To define system coordination aspects, we used a parameterized graphical language with formal semantics called architecture diagrams, which we extended with BIP coordination primitives. Designing and reusing models that are based on types and not on instances allowed us to cope with the issues of modeling complexity and size. We have implemented dedicated model/code editors, visualizers, as well as integrated the JavaBIP-engine. Additionally, we studied model transformations and implemented dedicated code generation plugins. We have opted for generating code from high-level graphical structures to avoid tedious and error-prone development of Boolean formulas. Rooting the whole modeling and execution process in rigorous semantics allows the connection to checkers and analysis tools. In the future, we are going to integrate data transfer information on connector motifs. We are also going to develop code generators for the BIP1 and BIP2 languages and integrate verification tools.
A First-order Interaction Logic and Require/Accept Macro-notation
We assume that a finite set of component types T = {T 1 , . . . , T n } is given. Instances of a component type T have the same interface and behavior. We write c : T to denote that a component c is of type T . We denote by T.p the port type p, i.e., a port belonging to the interface of type T . We write T .P to denote the set of port types of all component types. We write c.p, for a component c : T , to denote the port instance of type T.p. Let φ denote any formula in PIL. The first-order interaction logic (FOIL) is defined by the grammar:
Variable c ranges over component instances and must occur in the scope of a quantifier. Pr(c) is some set-theoretic predicate on c (omitted when Pr = true). We define the usual notation for the universal The semantics of FOIL is defined for closed formulas, where, for each variable in the formula, there is a quantifier over this variable in a higher nesting level. We assume that the finite set of component types T = {T 1 , . . . , T n } is given. An architecture is a pair B, γ , where B is a set of component instances of types from T and γ is a set of interactions on the set of ports P of these components. For quantifier-free formulas, the semantics is the same as for PIL formulas. For formulas with quantifiers, the satisfaction relation is defined as follows: Two macros are used: 1) the Require macro and 2) the Accept macro to define synchronization constraints in JavaBIP.
Require defines ports required for interaction. Let T 1 , T 2 ∈ T be two component types. For instance:
means that, to participate in an interaction, each of the ports p of component instances of type T 1 requires either the participation of precisely two of the ports q of component instances of type T 2 or one instance of r. Notice the semicolon in the macro that separates the two options. Accept defines optional ports for participation, i.e., it defines the boundary of interactions. This is expressed by explicitly excluding from interactions all the ports that are not optional. Let T 1 , T 2 ∈ T . For instance: Figure 13 shows part of the DesignBIP metamodel as a UML class diagram. For ease of presentation, we omitted from Figure 13 composite component types and exported ports. A BIP project contains component types, connector motifs , as well as formalized design patterns, i.e., architecture styles and component type repositories. A BIP project has three attributes: 1) a name, 2) a functionality description and 3) the engineOutput in the form of a JSON object that can be used for visualization purposes. Additionally, BIP project contains a set of Connector Motif elements that have two attributes 1) multiplicity and 2) degree. A Connector Motif contains a non-empty set of Connector Motif End elements which can be of two types: Synchron or Trigger. Each Connector Motif End is associated with a single component port, i.e., an Enforceable Transition. More than one Connector Motif End can be associated with the same Enforceable Transition.
B The DesignBIP Metamodel

C Proof of Proposition 3.1
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Necessity →: Assume that there exists a single architecture B, γ conforming to the diagram. Condition 1 is trivially obtained: n p < m p cannot occur as the multiplicity of ports cannot be greater than the number of component instances. Notice that ∏ q∈a n q m q is equal to the number of different ways one could connect instances of port types in a, so that port p ∈ a has n p instances and connector k contains m k,p ports p i ∈ p. Assume that the conforming architecture has s connectors. Then ∀p ∈ a, s p = s, otherwise there would exist zero connectors. Also, s ≤ ∏ q∈a n q m q otherwise, by the pigeonhole principle there would exist duplicated connectors. Next, we show that if s < ∏ q∈a n q m q , then the simple architecture diagram has multiple conforming architectures. From s < ∏ q∈a n q m q , it follows that there exists a connector k * ∈ γ. We are going to show how to construct another conforming architecture that contains k * . Let k ∈ γ be an arbitrary connector. For each port type p such that n p > 1 and k and k * do not contain the same set of instances of p, we take the following steps. Consider instances p i ∈ k \ k * and p j ∈ k * \ k of port type p. From Lemma C.1, it follows that there exists a connector k ∈ γ that contains p j but not p i . Then, we can transform the architecture by letting k contain p i instead of p j , and letting k contain p j instead of p i . Clearly, the architecture still conforms to the diagram after this transformation. If k and k * still do not contain the same set of instances of p, then repeat the previous step with another pair of instances p i ∈ k \ k * and p j ∈ k * \ k of type p. If they contain the same set of instances, then continue with another port type. After we have finished with all port types, the resulting architecture still conforms to the diagram but now contains k = k * , which implies that it cannot be identical to the original architecture. Therefore, we have shown that if s < ∏ q∈a n q m q , then a simple architecture diagram has multiple conforming architectures, which concludes the proof of necessity.
Sufficiency ←: We show that for each connector motif, there exists a unique configuration conforming to the architecture diagram. Since each connector must contain m q instances of port type q out of the existing n q instances, the number of possible connectors for a given motif is ∏ q∈a n q m q . Notice that since m p ≤ n p for every port type p, the set of possible connectors is non-empty. A conforming configuration must have this many connectors according to our assumption s p = ∏ q∈a n q m q , which implies that a conforming configuration must contain all possible connectors. Since this set is unique for each connector motif, the architecture itself must also be unique.
Lemma C.1. Let k ∈ γ be a connector of an architecture B, γ conforming to a simple architecture diagram that contains instance p i but not instance p j of port type p. Then, there exists another connector k ∈ γ that contains instance p j but not instance p i of port type p.
Proof. For the sake of contradiction, suppose that every connector that contains p j also contains p i . Since p i is also contained by connector k, this would imply that p i is contained by more connectors than p j , which contradicts the semantics of simple architecture diagrams. Hence, the claim holds.
D Generated Java Code for the Route Component Type @Ports ({ @Port ( name = " end " , type = PortType . spontaneous ) , @Port ( name = " on " , type = PortType . enforceable ) , @Port ( name = " off " , type = PortType . enforceable ) , @Port ( name = " finished " , type = PortType . enforceable ) }) @Com ponentTy pe ( initial = " off " , name = " Route " ) public class Route implements C a m e l C o n t e x t A w a r e { private CamelContext camelContext ; private String routeId ; private int deltaMemory = 100; public Route ( String routeId , CamelContext camelContext ) { this . routeId = routeId ; this . camelContext = camelContext ; } @Transition ( name = " on " , source = " off " , target = " on " ) public void startRoute () throws Exception { camelContext . resumeRoute ( routeId ); } @Transition ( name = " off " , source = " on " , target = " wait " ) public void stopRoute () throws Exception { camelContext . suspendRoute ( routeId ); } @Transition ( name = " end " , source = " wait " , target = " done " , guard = " ! finished " ) public void spo ntaneou sEnd () {} @Transition ( name = " " , source = " wait " , target = " done " , guard = " finished " ) public void internalEnd () {} @Transition ( name = " finished " , source = " done " , target = " off " ) public void f i n i s h e d T r a n s i t i o n () {} @Guard ( name = " finished " ) public boolean isFinished () { return camelContext . g e t I n f l i g h t R e p o s i t o r y (). size ( camelContext . getRoute ( routeId ). getEndpoint ()) == 0; } } E Part of the Generated XML code for the Switchable Routes Example 1 < require > 2 < effect id = " on " specType = " Route " / > 3 < causes > 4 < port id = " add " specType = " Monitor " / > 5 </ causes > 6 </ require > 7 < accept > 8 < effect id = " on " specType = " Route " / > 9 < causes > 10 < port id = " add " specType = " Monitor " / > 11 </ causes > 12 </ accept > 13 < require > 14 < effect id = " add " specType = " Monitor " / > 15 < causes > 16 < port id = " on " specType = " Route " / > 18 </ causes > 19 </ require > 20 < accept > 21 < effect id = " add " specType = " Monitor " / > 22 < causes > 23 < port id = " on " specType = " Route " / > 24 </ causes > 25 </ accept > 26 < require > 27 < effect id = " off " specType = " Route " / > 28 < causes > 29 </ causes > 30 </ require > 31 < accept > 32 < effect id = " off " specType = " Route " / > 33 < causes > 34 </ causes > 35 </ accept >
F Demonstration of DesignBIP
We provide a step-by-step demonstration of the DesignBIP tool. In particular, we demonstrate how to model behavior and interaction, generate the Java and XML code and execute the system using the JavaBIP-engine.
F.1 Step 1: Presentation of the DesignBIP Environment
DesignBIP is a web-based, open-source tool. The initial page of DesignBIP is shown in Figure 14 The Projects page is shown in Figure 15 . The center panel is the Canvas. The left side of the screen shows the Visualizer Selector options and below them is the Part Browser, which displays the concepts than can be instantiated inside the Canvas. For instance, dragging and dropping a Project from the Part Browser creates a new project on the Canvas. The top right corner of the user interface is the Object Browser, which shows the composition hierarchy of DesignBIP starting at Root. Embeddable documentation can be added at every level of this hierarchy. Below the Object Browser is the Property Editor, where attributes, preferences, and other properties of the currently selected project can be edited.
DesignBIP provides a collaborative and versioned environment. Multiple developers can collaborate on the same smart contract simultaneously. Changes are immediately broadcasted to all developers and everyone sees the same state. This is similar to how Google Docs works, except that the models in DesignBIP have a much richer data model, which makes consistency management more challenging. Changes in DesignBIP are committed and versioned, which enables branching, merging, and viewing the history of a contract. Figure 16 shows the history of the master branch. During the demonstration, we are going to show how a developer can create a new branch and merge it into the master branch. 
F.2 Step 2: Presentation of the DesignBIP Language
Next, we present some elements of the BIP language, which is defined in DesignBIP as a UML class diagram ( Figure 17) . By double-clicking Meta in the Visualizer Selector shown in Figure 15 , we navigate to the language-specification of DesignBIP. As shown in Figure 17 , the behavior of a ComponentType is described as an LTS. The State Base element is abstract and it can be instantiated by either an InitialState or a State. Each contract must have exactly one InitialState, which is enforced by the cardinality of the containment relation. Similarly, the Transition Base element is abstract and it can be instantiated by either an EnforceableTransition, an InternalTransition, or an SpontaneousTransition. The developer can see other aspects of the DesignBIP metamodel by clicking the Architecture, Architecture Styles and Component Types tabs.
F.3 Step 3: Designing a BIP System
Next, we present how to design a BIP system using DesignBIP. After creating a new Project on the canvas shown in Figure 15 (as described in Step 1), the developer must specify a unique name for this project, e.g., SwitchableRoutes, in the name attribute of the Project listed in the Property Editor. Then, the developer creates the states of the LTS (Figure 18 ) by drag-and-dropping states from the Part Browser. By clicking on a state, the developer may add a transition to another state or to the same state. For each transition, the developer may specify its corresponding attributes, i.e., guardName and transitionMethod at the Property Editor or at the dedicated Java code editor that we have developed. The developer may navigate to the code editor by double-clicking BIPCodeEditor in the Visualizer Selector. (Figure 18 ), we generate equivalent Java code, which consists in the darker parts of the code shown in the code editor ( Figure 19 ). This part of the code is generated automatically from the LTS and cannot be altered by the developer in the code editor. The developer can only change the LTS in the model editor. The lighter parts of the code in the code editor represent parts of the code that the developer has directly defined in the code editor. For instance, the developer may specify variables, transition statements and guards, directly in the code editor. The code and model editors are tightly integrated. Once a developer makes a change in the model editor, the code editor is updated and vice versa. Figure 20 shows the dedicated model editor for BIP architecture diagrams. As mentioned earlier, documentation can be added at every level of DesignBIP.
F. 4 Step 4: Generating Java and XML Code
To generate Java and XML code a developer must click on the BehaviorCodeGenerator and ArchitectureCodeGenerator plugins offered by the drop-down menu in the upper left corner of the tool ( Figure 21 ). Then, the widget shown in Figure 22 pops up, and the developer may click on the Save & Run button to continue with the code generation. If the code generation is successful, i.e., there are no specification errors in the given input, then the widget shown in Figure 23 pops-up. The developer may then click on the generated artifacts to download the generated Java or XML code. If, on the other hand, the code generation is not successful due to incorrect input, then, the widget shown in Figure 24 pops-up. As shown in Figure 24 , DesignBIP lists the errors found in the specification of the contract with detailed explanatory messages. Additionally, DesignBIP provides links (through Show node) that redirect the developer to the erroneous nodes of the contract.
F. 5 Step 5: Running the Integrated JavaBIP-engine
If the behavior and interaction code generation has finished successfully, the developer may execute the generated BIP system using the integrated JavaBIP-engine. To do that, the developer must click on the 
